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Company founder Manfred
Lautenschläger appointed Honorary
Chairman of the Supervisory Board at
MLP SE

Wiesloch, June 14, 2018 – The Supervisory Board at MLP SE today

appointed company founder Dr. h. c. Manfred Lautenschläger as its

Honorary Chairman. As announced, he will no longer be standing in the

new Supervisory Board elections at the regular Annual General Meet-

ing, which is also to take place today. However, his son Matthias

Lautenschläger, who previously held a position on the Supervisory

Board at the largest subsidiary, will stand for election and thereby un-

derline the continuous commitment of the MLP founding family into

the next generation.

"On behalf of the entire Supervisory Board, I would like to thank

Manfred Lautenschläger sincerely for his contribution and commit-

ment. He always supported and accompanied the development of MLP

with great farsightedness, also from his position on the Supervisory

Board. By appointing him Honorary Chairman, the Supervisory Board is

honouring the life's work of Manfred Lautenschläger and reaffirming

its ongoing connection to him," explains Dr. Peter Lütke-Bornefeld,

Chairman of the Supervisory Board at MLP SE.

"I am absolutely delighted to have the opportunity to accompany MLP

on its continuing journey as Honorary Chairman of the Supervisory
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Board. At the same time, the recognition that comes with this office

really means a lot to me," comments Dr. Manfred Lautenschläger.

About MLP:
The MLP Group is the partner for all financial matters – for private clients, as well as
companies and institutional investors. With our four brands, each of which enjoys a
leading position in their respective markets, we offer a broad range of services:

· MLP: The dialogue partner for all financial matters
· FERI: The investment expert for institutional investors and high net-worth

individuals
· DOMCURA: The underwriting agency focusing on private and commercial

non-life insurance products
· TPC: The specialist in occupational pension provision management for com-

panies
The views and expectations of our clients always represent the starting point in each
of these fields. Building on this, we then present our clients with suitable options in a
comprehensible way so that they can make the right financial decisions themselves.
In advising and supporting our clients, we examine the offers of all relevant product
providers in the market. Our product ratings are based on scientifically substantiated
market and product analyses. Manfred Lautenschläger and Eicke Marschollek found-
ed MLP in 1971. More than 1,900 self-employed client consultants and just under
1,700 employees work at MLP.


